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ELECTRO-PERMANENT MAGNET 

 
 

 
 
 

 
ELECTRO - PERMANANT MAGNET LIFTING / HOLDING DEVICE  
  

This is a recently developed technology and is basically a combination of electromagnet 

and permanent magnet and therefore it is named as ELECTRO - PERMANANT 

MAGNET. This is a fail-safe type of magnet because once it is magnetized for holding / 

lifting, it cannot be demagnetized unless a reverse pulse of current is passed through the 

magnet. For magnetizing and demagnetizing, a magnetizer is provided in a panel board. 

The operating push buttons for HOLD and RELEASE are on the panel board as well as 

on pendant.  

  

The major advantages of Electro-permanent magnet (E P M) over Electromagnet 

are as below:  

  

 EPM remains in 'Hold" condition even if electrical power supply fails during 

operation. Electromagnet becomes demagnetized when the electrical power 

supply to it fails which results in releasing of the lifted component immediately. 

This may lead to severe accident  

 In case of EPM, only one electrical pulse for power supply needs to be given to 

the magnet for 'HOLD' or 'RELEASE' operation and therefore electrical energy 

consumptions is very negligible. Electromagnet requires continuous electrical 

supply and therefore electrical energy consumption will be on higher side thereby 

increasing the running cost.  



  

ELECTRO-PERMANANT MAGNET CAN BE DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED 

FOR DIFFERENT CAPACITIES OF LIFTING ( UPTO 1200 Kgs. ) AND 

HOLDING AS REQUIRED BY CUSTOMERS.  
  

Elector-Permanent Magnet V/S Electro Magnetic System 
  

1.No maintenance required V/S Electrical Maintenance required after some use. 

  

2. If power goes ‘’OFF’’ in between operation, EPM will hold the article in ‘’as it is’’ 

condition till you require V/S Electro Magnet system dropping the article down. 

 

3.  No risk of accident V/S risk of serious accident 

 

4. No bank of battery is required in case of power failure V/S big bank of battery required 

to avoid accidents 

 

5. Lifting time under Ambient load is ‘’infinite’’ V/S lifting time is limited because of 

continuous heating of the conductor during use. 

 

6. Lifting power is fairly constant throughout the shift V/S lifting power reduces because 

of temperature rise and increase in coil resistance. 

 

7. Indefinite period of lifting condition V/S definite period of lifting condition. 
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